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Paint You Target
Fightstar

Fightstar
Paint your target

Hi, this is a great song, better than Palanuik s Laughter! Any thoughts, email
me on
phatboi89uk@yahoo.co.uk

Eb                         Cm
You hide it everytime you lose
                G#
patience waits around for me
Eb                        Cm
you dance uner question marks
         G#
without even trying

Cm                         G#
I m just not sure its gonna work
Cm                         G#
I m just not sure its gonna work

Eb               Cm
You can burn it all
                  Bb
Rally around the table if you want
         G#
just to argue out the last scenes of us
Eb              Cm
You can end it all
                     Bb
I m sorry enough to tell
                       G#
that i m okay and i m never gonna see you again

Eb                           Cm
The killers walking amongst us
                     G#
look around they ll find your ashes
Eb                     Cm
You cradle over your mistakes
                 G#
and every heart you ll ever break

Cm                         G#
I m just not sure its gonna work
Cm                         G#
I m just not sure its gonna work



Eb               Cm
You can burn it all
                  Bb
rally around the table if you want to
         G#
just to argue out the last scenes of us
Eb               Cm
you can end it all
                    Bb
i m sorry enough to tell you
                       G#
that i m okay and i m never gonna see you again

(Soft acoustic part)
Eb                              Cm
You stumble through questions

that you could never answer
Bb
the barrel is loaded
    G#
so go and paint your target

Eb               Cm
You can burn it all
                  Bb
rally around the table if you want to
         G#
just to argue out the last scenes of us
Eb               Cm
you can end it all
          Bb
i m sorry enough to tell you
                       G#
that i m okay and i m never gonna see you again

If you play along to the acoustic version on the dvd it s all right, but if you
play it 
the normal version:

Cleanly fingerpick the verse chords
Distort/heavy brigde and Chorus


